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apiece," said Alfred R. Bowman, who fists. Papa has always been good, in- YOUNG WOMAN HORSEWHIPS
There has been a wonderful imimprovement over 1909. We had betCOLORADO RANCH COUPLE.
ter teachers, superior work, and more provement in our schools during the William Evidently Has Craze to has Just reached Spokane from the dulgent, liberal, peaceable, meek and
GRAND JUNCTION DRIVES
I
Anhui
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never
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"I
speak
at
Lmhowfu,
left
than
a
any past two years, but there's still
Orient,
enduring.
enthusiasm during 1910,
OUT SCARLET WOMEN.
Colorado Springs, Feb. 27 Taking
Keep up With Latest
China on January 10, and hundrsds a cross word, talk in a loud voice or
previous year since the organization great deal of work to be done before
Grand Junctions Colo., Feb. 27.
Mother the law into her own i.ands, pretty
Makes.
and thousands of refugees from the have trouble with anyone.
of the public school system
we can brag on ourselves.
famine district were swarming into used to follow him around and scold Sylvia Bender, an accomplished horse- The new board of city commissioners
The main difficulty in the past has
Sincerely yours.
AnhirL
The gateways of Luchowfu and jaw him, but he never rep'ied woman and daughter of M. J. Bender, have decided to adopt a new plan of
J. V. CONWAY,
been, First; lack of sufficient funds,
Berlin, Feb. 27. Emperor William's
to an- a well known ranchman, dressed as dealing with the social evil in Grand
with which to carry on the schools a
County School Superintendent. well known fondness for motoring has were filled with starving people. "A and just walked from one room
Such a man and accompanied by a man Junction, by cleaning up the entire
of
her."
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of parents as to the constant attendSupreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena new automobiles which he has placed
district have left the city, under orance of their children at school, while has returned from' Roswell where he with German firms. With these addi- money, or sufficient to feed a man un- Esther Gustafson yesterday during man, with whom alleged slanderous
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against day horsewhipped Mr. and Mrs. War- 'to have gone to Denver. The authorof school officers with regard to tie the board of bar examiners. Of the have thirty machines- including half ilies that have only girl children are by Mrs. Minnie Gustafson
cable ren Herring on the plains a few miles ities have decided to blot out the soan
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way.
of
four applicants for admission, W. C. a dozen motor baggage trucks. Each
the Compulso
enforcement
torth of Breed, Colo.
cial evil entirely.
as low a figure as 25 cents apiece."
splicer of Idaho Springs, Colo.
school attendance law, and other du- Alexander, Jr., and J. D. Mell passed. of his fifty palaces has its garage.
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Death
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wise the muscles are
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PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Chief George
So soft and safe amid the spheres-Co- uld European countries.
M. Rommel, of the Aninal Husband- - PAZO ointmknt is Kuaranteed to cure
we but see and hear so far
any case of It.chinB. Blind, Kleedindor Pra
Is made of thunder, too, and tears." ry Division of the Bureau of Animal trudin Plies in 6 to Uduys or money
has devised a plan whereby funded, 5i)c.
ao well bred animals
from 2,000 to
Marriage License A marriage li-

Insurance or
insurance
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GEORGE AND I KNOW

New 5pring and Summer
Line Samples Just Received
ft ant irmaam
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Where to

Go for Groceries
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GEORGE WASHINGTON NEVER LIED.

s

That's why he haJ the confidence of millions, and
will.
why we respect him to this day and always

LADIES TAILORING

l.r.-at- l

b-

WE DO NOT NEED TO

!

The Brands we

.Misrepresent our Merchandise.
sell have stood the test of time.

ASK THOSE WHO HAVE
Traded w ith us
we do business.

inr.-vrfce-

hether or not they like the way

w

inter Grocery Co.
F.

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa

WE CIVE CASE

WITH

ALL

Telephone

REGISTER TIl'Kf

1

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Coats,
Capes and One Piece Dresses.

t

We extend to the Ladies of Santa Fe
a cordial invitation to inspect our line
of
garments, which
is by far the finest we have ever
shown, and the prices most reasonable.

1

No. 40.

fr

made-to-measu- re

j

PURCHASE.'

CASE

,,,..

t

Do Not Overlook This

Opportunity, Give Us a Call.

-

ctr,tl,ms

IF YOU

Would keep your
Children wellkeep
their feet dry and

M
If

(I

If

cat-cla-

At

warm.

We Have

mi

RUBBER
BEST
IN BOYS and GIRLS SHOES
and SHOES FOR YOU.

FARTHING

IN

Leggings, Boots etc.

JohnPfluegeripeciaiist

EUGENE ROMERO

LUMBER

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

ur,

P. O. Box 219

Phone 36

j

i

1

FOOT-WEART-

see

nmiv oniuin

Bros. Co.

dipan

-

it

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

,f,

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Base Ball
Stock

Base Ball

Stock

Hi

5y

tu 1r

l

o

r1

i'se;irfcvsi

I

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

'

j

-

More Complete Than Ever Before
SEE OUR 1911 LINE
HERE'S

THE

WORKER!

WONDER

This engine can be attached to your
pump and working in ten minutes
after you take it off your wagon. No
belts, arms- - pump jack or fixtures to
buy. No spiiCial platform to build.

rmm'0

frit

j

Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.

was committed to the tentorial hos saddlers. By this method, it is be
lieved, in time the best type for arpital for the insane.
my use will be secured.
First Like Majority of Cases "Justice Shane's first case came before
There Is more Catarrh In this sechim Monday. A plea of guilty of tion of the
country thm all other disdrunk and disorderly conduct brought eases put
and until the last
together,
for
costs
a fine of five dollars and
few years was supposed to be incurculprit, Felix Pacheco." Santa Rosa able. For a great many years docSun.
tors pronounced it a local disease
New Mexico Labor in Colorado
and prescribed local remedies, and by
An additional crew, numbering forty constantly failing to cure with local
men, left. Las Vegas for Lake George, treatment, pronounced ft incurable.
near Colorado Springs, Colo., where Science has proven catarrh to be a
they go to assist in harvesting the constitutional disease and therefore
ice crop. It required a special car requires
constitutional treatment,
to carry the men.
Hall's Catarrh Cure,
C. A. Weid-ibWeideman Vindicated
F. J. Cheney & Co., TVatlo 0 is
eman went to Santa Rosa Wednesday th? only constitutional cure on mar- to show cause before the county
It is taken internally in doses
missioners why he should not be re-- ! from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
moved from office, and he showed it. acts directly on blood and mucous
Mr. Tveideman was elected justice of surfaces of system.
They offer one
the peace over V. C. Bail in January, hundred dollars for any case It afils
Vaughn Xews.
to cure. Send for circulars and testi-Death of School Principal
J. E. M. monials.
Bailey, principal of the
public. Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
schools at Socorro, died after an ill- - Toledo, Ohio.
ness of several weeks. He was a na- Sold'by Dru gists, 75c.
five of Ohio, graduated from Valpar- Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- aiso, Indiana, college, and took a lawlpation.
course at the University of ihti-tie was 35 years of age and unmar-We Have Built Up
ried.
Spy Robs New Mexico Man T. S.
Gutierrez, who, when arrested at El
Paso by city detectives, cleaimed to
be a Mexican spy working in El Paso
under the direction of General Navarro, of Juarez, was fined $100 in police court on a charge of vagrancy,
Gutierrez was suspected of robbing.
Leonidas Vasquez, of Metcalf, N. M.,
who lost a roll of money on Broadway.
'Rafael Fimantcy who was arrested
with Gutierrez, was fined $10 on a
vagrancy charge.
County Seat Case The hearing of
the arguments for and against the
dissolution of the injunction restraining the eonntv rnmmisRinnpra from
WE HANDLE LUMBER
paying out further moneys for the;
very
building of the court house at Carri- - ln ,arge quantities and have
zozo will be heard before Judge modern facility for furnishing
thi
Wright, Monday, March Gth. This may very best rough or dressed
be the final step in the case. It is
Lumber
announced with authority that Carri- - f every
We are thus
description.
zozo will have a term of court this
enaWed t0 make tne very beet prlce,
spng. It will be the regular term and; for Lumber of ,ucn WgU grad,.
win probably be m May, the regular
wm be pleaged to flgure on your
'Le' ,,
contracts.
.
..
.
omanpox ai tiaitup i ne lact tnat
several cases of smallpox have been
discovered in the vicinity has made
y

com-jke-

FRANK F. GORMLEY.

FITS ANY PUMP
and Makes It Hump

t.

Samples for LADIES SUITS
i

are moderate.
AND SYLES.

101

Washington Ave

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

RATON
Julius Mur alter Screened YANKEE
CERRILLOS
Lump
Anthracite
Sizes, Smitbir Coal. Steam
Tailor.
Sawed
and Kindling.
Coal all

Retail

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PHONE
BLACK

45

CUT FLOWERAll Kinds for the Carnival

S-

Dance Tuesday Eve.

ROSES, CARNATIONS,
PEAS,

IK 45

LEO HERSCK

NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS, SWEET

VIOLETS, HYACINTHS

x

::

::

::

x

WEDDING BOQUETS, TABLE DECORATIONS,
FUNERAL DESIGNS.

l,
i

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

J-Sj

T

i!

Charles W. Dudrow

JiLL

ZOOIOS PHARMACY.

'!!!Prove1

Modern Residences for Rent.
THE RIG YOU Wa'
is here. Whether
j a runabout,
1
wagon, we
buggy, surrey or
can furnish you wit one that will
make your drive a pleasure.
OUR LIVERY STABLE
s
caters to those who want a
outfit. All of our horses are
live ones, and sleek in appearance.
We will fill your order promptly.
satisfactorily and at a moderate price.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

first-clas-

B. P. WILLIAMS

Succesor to
WILLIAMS

& RISING

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
aundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

il

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

Telephone 85

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranci.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FOR C A! P

j

GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA EE

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

j

FOOD.

taeztuA8.vS
Telephone

1

Sole Agents For
'INTERNATIONAL STOCK

Coal.

fr

Wood

j

POTATOES and
SALT.

Hardware Co.

CALL AND EXAMINE MY LINE

j

&

VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

Wood-Davi- s

j

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

Agent for

JACKETS or SKIRTS
Guarantee a good fit. Prices

COATS

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CPLL

'Phone

9

CHAS. CL0S50N

Wteit

v.

Serf

frf Affyftrhif

I' e LfVHlY LIRE
Dmcrs Fufrosted.
in

Don Caspar Ave.

FHONB HUD 1M,

II

ExperienceThat
Is What Counts.

11

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

r
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each
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days
Grateful thousands tell it
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for all.
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On fast days, and even on SunWeak kidneys made well
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nenee, with the exception
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Santa Fe,
Very respectfully,
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C. II. Jiltif'E.
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"The public statement I gave in faWeek, the Fridays of ail
vor of Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902
Th; season of Lent, known as the we l;s and all the Fridays of 1.. r
still holds good. For four or five church fast of six weeks, will begin
years I was subject to attacks of Wednesday, when the faithful will TENDERFOOT SLAYS BAND
backache which were so severe at
OF STAGE ROBBERS.
bid farewell to worldly amusements
times that I was unable to work. I
B ffZ-, &
as far as possible and devote themtried various remedies said to be
From
the
alms
Tales
Rather
giving
to
Startling
prayer, fasting,
cures for troubles such as I had, but selves
ollons Which Have Been Seer
and pious reflection.
nothing benefited me until I procured
of Much Lawlessness.
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will
mass
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At
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Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly
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brated at
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proved their worth and effected
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Silver City, N. M., Feb.
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Mexican
New
This is a very interesting cere, Lester, who was driving
rig from lld'tor
We do not believe many o t lies 3
B'or sale by all dealers.
Price 50 mony, reminding us that, we are dust. Silver City of Mogolluu, win a six
While you and many o' tiers art
cents.
Buffalo, The priest says in Latin, as he Mexicans stepped iroia ambush and
"experts" ever havi read
Co.,
putting in your best work Tying to section i. tilt! of the compiled raws.
New York, sole agents for the United anoints with ashes, "Memento homo commanded him to halt.
build
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city here, That section reads as follows: "Any
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Instead of raising his hands as the there up
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Remember the
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misrepresent the
take no other.
thou art and unto dust thou shalt re-- ! coach into a ditch on the opposite case
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turn.)
know that with a largo and the oi'es, minerals or deposits therein
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
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upon whom process may be served.
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The objects for hereunto set my hand and affixed my
Section 3.
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welcomyduring his visit to San An- are: To promote the social and frat- above written.
from
standard
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tonio
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ATKINSON, Secretary,
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and W. A. F INLAY.
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After a drive about the city the use and benefit of its members, bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
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Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
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It is expressly provided that this so- Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
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New
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Republican, the two Silver City publi- intimidation. It has also received the columns of "towns of between
Santa-Fe- ,
N. M.
cations, and especially the Socorro copies of
affidavits,
5,000 and 0,000 population!"
letters,
telegrams,
Chieftain, are among the real live sent to
to
the same effect
It is rather unfortunate that Carls-anWashington
ones in the bunch. The lower Pecos
it would take every column of the bad cannot count within its borders
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Valley sends up a fine aggregation
for several issues to publish the Mexican population of San Jose,
which includes the
rgus si"l the paper
as a whole have which amounts to between 500 and i'Land Clalmy and Contests a Specialty
Current from C:rlsbad, the A- - cate them all. The people
Xews from Ar been aroa" as never before overjnoo people. San Jose touches Carls- th ppf.n
R. W. WITTMAN
injustice that a few fanatics seek bad on the south, its north boundary
tesia the Penaseo Valley News
to perpetrate in holding up statehood being the south line of town, but the
Draftsman
ths
from
the
Record
and
Kenna.
Hope
furnished
Copies
inhab-caa
until
two
are
ot, records on file
congressional
the
investigation
towns
the
separate,
from
entirely
smaller
publications
be had of Xew Mexico conditions. itants of San Jose having a deed to in the U. S. Surveyor General's Ofuc
of the Plains and of the valley. Then
New Mexico
The New Mexican has also re-- i their lands which are held in trust for Santa Fe,
there is the Clovis Journal, well-feand prosperous looking with States- ceived a printed copy of the testi- - them by the Catholic church,
PROBERT A COMPANY
, mony
before the House Committee
The people of La Huerta, who num-oman T. J. Mabry at the helm, the
Investments
Territories on February 17 and IK. jber about fifty families, are also
the Texico Trumpet always
Lands, Mines, Bond
& Stocks,
al in its views, Melrose Index
given by the opposition is of so eluded in the school census of
Money Loaned for investors.
te other papers along the Cut-of- f
biased and untruthful a na- bad, but were not counted by the
We have for sale general stocks if
he Mountainair Messenger, and ture as to bear its own refutation on United Stales enumerator as resiMerchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
illard Record, to the La Lande its face. The gentlemen who testi- dents of Carlsbad.
other Business Opportunities
tiban papers, not forgetting the fied were evidently .absolutely ignorIn many towns throughout the west.
Taos county.
l News which has just changed ant of New Mexico conditions
and which are chiefly dependent on their
Bank References Furnished.
e, and the St. Vrain Journal. had to admit- - that they never have
agricultural resources, many of the Tae
New Moxico
reflects the growth of the dry been in the territory. Their motive farms
are in the contiguous territory.
; country as much as tha host is apparent from the following senfor
'the
But unfortunately
Carlsbad,
DR. C. M. RILEY,
;papers now published in east-- tence in a letter from Santa Fe of- - lands under the
project are scattered Veterinary Physician and
Mexico from the Folsom fpjTpri n Hn pvhihit
Surgeon.
"Wfl wrntp vnn from La Huerta to Malaga, and four
Graduate of McKillep's veterinary
,
and the Amistad Tribune and';
.e
alld
trv
have
that
Huer
La
closely settled communities,
a Xew Mexican on the north, vpgtdav
college of Chicago.
your retaining fee sent you in a few ta, Otis, Loving and Malaga, divide
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Alamogordo News and Otero
commonBetray an entire
the actual settlers with the chief
County Advertiser on the south with days." for a
Dentistry a Specialty.
retaining fee! Wasn't town under the project . These facts
with almost a dozen papers between wealth
Office:
Chars. Closson's Barn.
Iscariot.
who
it
one
Judas
betrayed are of common knowledge, but do Day Phone, Black 9.
on the Rock Island and El Paso and
Southwestern roads. Then there is his Lord and Masler for a retainer of not appear in the census figures.
Nij'ht Phone, Main 184.
the spicy Colfax County Stockman, thirty pieces ot silver?
Out of town calls promptly an
A
recent
El
from
in
Paso,
dispatch
at
the
Belen Tribune
gwered.
, HELP ALONG. YOU CAN AFFORD IT a few words tells graphically
the dif- Santa Fe
whose head
is veteran W. M.
;
New Mexico
The woman's Board of Trade has ference between being a soldier for
the Magdalena Xews and many
Diaz.
Sam
valPresident
and
to
of
is
Uncle
and
for
continue
Rio
the central
been and
Grande
others
expects
JOHN K. STAUFFER
The doing important civic work for the Says the El Paso Herald:
ley and of the mining country.
Notary Public
Western Liberal is read with much city of Santa Fe and its people. Its
"At the Stanton and Santa Fe3treet
Office
with
the New Mexican Print
to
tents
!
an
for
with-are
inhabited
there
serve
isn't
issue
work
there
and
by
members
hard
pleasure
bridges
which Don Kedzie does not contrib- out remuneration of any kind. They American soldiers. Out of the top of ing Company.
. New Mexici
ute original matter in a style that do it consistently, persistently, cheer-- ; each of these protrudes a smoke Santa Fe.
would be a delight to the editor of thel funy, but they need a certain amount stack; inside there is a stove and
REMEMBER THE NAME.
New York Sun. The Deming Graphic; 0f m0nev each year to aeeomnlish the fire; the soldiers inside are warm.
and Tar for all coughs
is a clean and enterprising weekly and results that are desired. They make
(The smokestack protrudes from the Foley's Honey
the New Mexican imagines that the a dollar go father in transforming tents not the soldiers; it's the tents and colds, for croup,
bronchitis,
Deming Headlight is worth while, but Santa Fe into a city to be proud of not. the soldiers that are warm inside; hoarseness and for racking lagrippe
No opiates.
Refuse subits new editor R. Bedicheck has drop- and worth living in, than does any it's in the tent and not in the sol coughs.
Sold ai the Capital Pharped the Xew Mexican from his ex- other civic organization; in fact, they diers that the stove is placed. Merely stitutes.
change list for some reason or other have been the only c'vic organization an example of the elasticity of the macy.
and so has the Rio Grande Republican than hasn't had its "ups and downs" English language.)
since the Fosters have a hold of it.
The New Mexican
"Over in Juarez the Mexican feder
Printing comand that is always at it for the comNor is the spicy Wagon Mound
mon good. For those reasons, if you als huddle about a little bonfire trying pany has prepared civil and criminal
ever overlooked and the ag- do
not care to go to the dance or do to keep warm. They have no tents, no dockets especially for the use of Jushas
gressive Roy
not want to play cards or to get ten shoes, no gloves, only cheap, worn tices of the peace. They are especiala good deal of Bushkevitz pugnacious-nesly ruled, with printed headings, in
dollars' worth of enjoyment at the blankets, wrapped about them, trying either
in its paragraphs.
Spanish or English, made of
to keep warm."
at
dance
the
Carnival
public library
The Spanish press is also well repgood record paper, strongly and durtomorrow evening, have the satisfacresented, from the scholarly and vig- tion of
As usual, the theatrical season at ably bound, with leather back and
helping along a good cause by
orous La Voz del Pueblo of Las VeFe experiences its greatest covers and canvas sides, hall full
Santa
a ticket, or enclosing a dolgas to the brisk and classic Revista de buying
rush
Lent. That is the penal- index in front and the fees of justices
during
an
in
lar
bill
envelope and if it hapla Taos. EI Defensor del Pueblo, La
for
located on this side of of the peace and constables printed
ty
being
o.
little bit more the recordBandera Americana, El Hispano Amer- pens to be
Missiouri.
Some day, theatrical in full on the first page. The pages
the
icano. La Opinion Publica, El Nuevo ing angel will not hold it against you.
will
out from Los An- are 10 J2x6 inches. These books are
start
troops
made up in civi) and criminal dockets,
Estado, El Labrador, La Nueva
instead, of New York or ChicaThe Panama canal will be fortified geles
of 3! pages each, or with
El Tiempo, are put a few of
go, and then Santa Fe will have its separate
the New Mexico Spanish papers that even though it cost $00,000,000. The big operatic
before Christ- both civil and criminal bound in one
productions
wield a great influence among the first appropriation, however, is only mas.
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
people and lead in $3,000,000. It is doubtful whether any
offered at the
the advance to a greater and better fortifications that can be put up will
Judge E. R. Wright must be com- Civil or Criminalfollowing prices J2.7C
be able to withstand an attack of mod- mended
New Mexico.
for imposing stiff sentences
Combined Civil and Crimin.-- J .. 4.00
Nor must the quadruple newspaper ern armaments, but Uncle Sam does
upon malefactors at the term of disFor 45 cents additional for a single
constellation of San Juan county be not want to overlook any chances trict court last week. The man who
overlooked, the staunch Farmington in the great, game that is costing the goes out to murder must expect to docket, or 55 cents additional for a
Enterprise, Butler's Times Hustler, the nations so many billions, and which walk to the gallows. The deeper that combination docket, they will be sent
Aztec Index and the San Juan Demo- will, among the historians of the fu- consciousness is
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
impressed, the fewer full must
crat. A star of the first magnitude ture, stamp this as an age of bar- will be the violent
accompany order. State
New
in
killings
is the Taos A'alley Xews, every line of barism.
plainly whether English or Spanish
Mexico.
which is readable. The Questa Gaprinted heading Is wanted.
zette twinkles in the same county and ' President Taft has practically de
There is a
compensation
across the range in Colfax county, cided to give Congress a month's va- for New Mexiconegative
If you want anything on earth try
not growing strawCimarron
the
News and Citizen is cation to think it over before calling berries. The
strawberry crop of a New Mexican Want Ad.
a special session to act favorably on Louisiana was damaged to the extant
published.
There are many others, to be exact, reciprocity with Canada. True, the of half a million dollars by the cold HAVE YOU
TRIED PAXTINE
122 weekly and monthly Xew Mexico Senate might
just as well swallow the snap last week. New Mexico escapes
The
Great
Toilet
Germicide?
to
come
that
the New bitter pill before March 4 as after that sort of a loss. It is the consolapublications
Tou don't have to pay 60c or $1.00 a
Mexican's exchange table and the April 4, and thus save the country tion of the man who has
he
nothing
pint for listerian antiseptics or pereditor would like to have the half doz- considerable expense and five hundred can lose nothing.
oxide. You can make 16 pints of a more
en or so that have thus far failed "to statesmen loss of time, but the Senacleansing, germicidal, healing and deodortors
do
to
not
exchange."
seem
have much more
Whatever the events of the week, izing
solution with one 25c
No matter how humble, they receive sense than a crowd of school boys it must be freely admitted that Dele- box ofantiseptic
Puxtine, a soluble antiseptic
careful scrutiny, for they all have playing hookey.
gate W. H. Andrews, Governor Mills powder, obtainable at any drug store.
a message that tells of New Mexico's
and the Republican leaders have done
Paxtine destroys germs that cause
New Mexico will be entitled to two their best to secure statehood
growth and advancement, of the strugfor disease, decay and odors, that is why it
gle of small communities ambitious Congressmen until March 4, 1913. After New Mexico without delay. Those Is the best mouth wash and gargle, and
to become large cities. Each paper that, it must satisfy itself with one who worked to defeat their
why it purities the breath, cleanses and
efforts preserves
the teeth better than ordinary
has its individuality and has impress- representative for ten years. The two should be remembered by the
public. dentifrices, and in sponge bathing It comed upon it the personality of its edi- Congressmen will be elected at large,
eradicates
pletely
perspiration and other
tor and the spirit of its community, it the entire territory voting on both.
disagreeable body odors. Every dainty
Only five days more of suspense woman
this aiid its many
appreciates
is true that some of the editors give This makes it certain that both will during which to
imagine all sorts of other toilet and hygienic uses.
the impression of being in the pub- be Republican.
Faxtine Is splendid for sore throat.
things that might defeat statehood
Infiamed eyes and to purify mouth and
lishing busines as a side issue to some
at the last moment.
breath after smoking. You can get
e
other occupation; many of them howFrom a material standpoint, the
Toilet Antiseptic at any drug Btore,
ever take their profession seriously snow of the past ten days means as
Some weather sharks are mean price 25c and
60c, or by mall postpaid
and they are the ones that make a much In dollars and cents during 1911, enough to recall that the
groundhog from The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston.
success of it financially and political- - as doe statehood.
saw his shadow on Candlemas Day. Mass., who will send you a free sample
if you would like to try it before buying.
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BLANKS

Butchers' Bond.
sheet.
Sheriffs' Monthly Report

censes,

Blanks.
Auto de Arresto.
pliego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Declaraclon Jurada,
pliego.
Certiflcado de NombramieLto,
14
pliego.
Fianza Oficlal,
pliego.
Flanza Oficlal y Juramento,
pliego.
Flanza para Guardar la Paz, 2
pligeo.
Formula de Enumeraclon.
pliego.
Contrato entre loa Directores y Pre-- 1
ceptors,
pliego.
Caminos, 25c
Llbros de Reclbo de Capltaclon, 50
en un libra, 25c.
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un libro. 75c.
Contrato de Combustible.
pliego.
Documento Sin Garantla.
pliego.
sheet.
Option,
Notas Obllgaclones, 25c por 51.
Libros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Reclbos Supervisors de
Libros de Eleccion de Directores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
4

-

4

1--

Pax-tin-

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world oa as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public er
private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate ol four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made oa consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of rts patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment m afl respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles el sound banking.
Satety deposit boxes for rent. Tbe patronage ot the public U
respectfully solicited.

2

2

2

2

y 40c.

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

- $150,000
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit - . 80.000

1-- 2

j
j

j
j

Appllcacion por LtcenclS de Matri-monlpliego.
Certiflcado de Murte,
pliego.
Certiflcado de Naclmento,
pliego.
Reglstracion de Falleclmentos
y
Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
Civil, $4.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volume; 3 to 12 Inclusive. $3.30 each;
Monet Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25a
Retail Liquor License, 50 ir Book,
2

4

4

One of

Cuisine

and

I

Service

West

in the'

Large

e
Sample-Tabl-

Room for
mercial Travelers
Com-Une- x

j
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
1

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an I phone.

1--

sheet.
Contest Notice,
sheet
ft 1 neet.
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
2

2

FINE SAMPLE ROOM,

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

sheet

Affidavit ot Contest Against

Entryman,

the Best Hotels

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

sheet

2

fci

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

General License, 60 in Book, $3.00.
Nos. 13 and 14, $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Notification ol Change In Assessment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
100 in Book. 75c
County Superintendent's Warrant,
50 In Book, 35c
Poll Tax Receipt. 60 In Book, 25c
S
Poll Books for City Election,
pages, 50c.
of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
full sheev
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
fuli sheet
Applicant,
2
Deposition of Witness.

Final Proof.

PAUnC HOTEL

THE
ajfeMifcxatMegtesab,

$3.00.

THOS. DORAN
Proprietor.

RATES

$2.50

$3.00

A

TO

DAY

sheet

1-- 2

Notice ot Intention to make final
sheet
proof,
Additional Entry,
sheet
2

1--2

320

sheet.

Homestead Entry,

CQR0NAD0 HOTEL

1 2

Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of

ONE OF THE SEST SHORT ORDER

Ap-

plicant, full sheet
sheet.
Relinquishment
sheet
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
Poll Book for Town Election,

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

2

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS
E very Room
RATES 600 t
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
$1,00 per day

4

S

pages, 0c.
Poll Books, Election of School Directors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
30c and 40c.
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 In
Book, 25c.
Stamps, Etc.
One line stamp, not over 2
inches
long, 15c; each additonal line, 10c

Mot'ezumaAve.

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
ATTRACTIVE DINING

extra.

Local daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1.00.
Regular line daters, for ten years,
35c
Facsimile signature stamps, with
wood

cut

EUROPEAN PLAN

Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

sheet
sheet

2

Quit Claim Deed,

Service.

ROOM-G- ood

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

$1.50.

Warranty Deed,

Two Blocks From Depo.
One Block West ofCapito

Capital Hotel
TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

2

Santa Fe, N. M

1--2

Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
2

SOFT DRINKS

1--

sheet

Replevin Writ, 4 sheet
Replevin Affidavit, 4 sheet
Peace Proceedings, Comolaint,

Telephone Red 35 and have
your orders delivered.

1--

1--

Tie

4

sheet

4

4

4

sheet

4

sheet.

Certificate of Brand.
sheet
sheet
Shep Contract
Justice of the Peace Blanks,-4

A

drinks made from
filtered ater

IPEiM

2

''

Appeal Bond.
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet
Appearance Bond, 2 sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Wearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14

tie thirsty
FIZZ,

as semetbiog coot and iavitiag

LEMON SODA,
COCO

1-- 4

Bill of Sale,

Open Day and Night

La Salle Restaurant

CHAS. GANN, Prop.

basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P O.BROWN Agent

Jwo

lioors below F. Andrews Store
REGULAR MEALS 25c,

short orders at all hours
board by the week

Phone No 23 Red
a

sheet

2

KKCK,

Proprietor.

LADNDBY

If you want anything 'on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.

BENRY

-

g-:.-

For Best Laundry Work

1--

sheet

:: ::

::

COLA,

SANTA FE BOTTLING W0SKS

1-- 2

1--

IRON BREW

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.

1--

sheet.
Execution,
Summons,

suggested to

ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

4

4

following are

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY,

Warrant
sheet
Commitment
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit, 4 slwet
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Attachment Writ
sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,

s

n

NEW MEXICO.

2

Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN

4

2

Cashier,

OF SANTA FE.

Spanfsn

Carls-flims-

Ber-ger-

Li-

sheet

2

read,

B.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

2

of

J.

F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.

t,

Mex.

-

well-edite-

R. J. PALEN, President,
L.A. mxJHES,

Printed and foj sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.

n

...

FEBRUARY 27,

MONDAY,

CHS

....

al-'-

M.

French Noodle order
New York Chop Si.

try

$5 00

2he

dish.

50c. dish.

to Gather,

Drive and
authority
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
shet
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner''
Recorded Brand,
sheet
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
Escritura de Renuncla, 2 pliego.
Documento Garantlzado. 2 pliego.
2
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
pliego.
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
Document
extensa
Garantlzado,
forma entera, full sheet
Certiflcado de Matrtmonio, 10c cada
nno.
2
Affidavit,
1-- 2

2

Wells Fargo

1-- 2

1--

TO

1--

Non-Miner-

1--

ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

Save Money

sheet

Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release or Deed of Trust 2 inset
Compiled Laws of N. M.. 1897. $9.60.

Postage 45c.
r Notary Record,
Notary Seals:

$1.26

each.

Aluminum Pocket, $2.76. deUvere
Desk, $3.26, delivered nearest ex-

press

office.

Express

General Express Forwarders

1--

2

& Co.

Tayable
Tliroa

U. S.,

and lacMYenfeflce by Purchasing
WeCs

largo Domestic Money Orders, .Travelers' Money Orders,
Foreign Money Orders
9

Canada, Mexico

and

aH
Foreign
Couatries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

MONDAY,

FEBRUARY

27, 1911.

TOE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

.UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

Does a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGH LI N,

President

H. F.

STEPHENS. CisHier,

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier

Real Estate

Surety Bonds

INSURANCE
Frn Ron
llil ntJIll

N 1 S H E D,
AND STORE

FURNISHED AND
MODERN RESIDENCES
UN-FU-

R

BUILDINGS,
CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED
PERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA
CHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY:

For
O

C- -

A

(C.
19 San Francisco

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"

jpal.-it-

'

And as one Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
See our
Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for

H. C. Goulding, Mary Morgan and

Arthur Greene, of Aztec, San Juan
county, are at the Palace hotel.
Hon. Thomas B. Catron has returned from a trip t6 Kansas City, where
he has large real estate interests.
Judge John R. McFie has returned
from Raton where he heard a case in
which Judge Roberts was disqualified.
Attorney H. C. Jamieson formerly
of the forestry service and a prominent young lawyer of the Duke City,
is in Santa Fe.
are
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Hampton
tourists from Chicago on their way
to the coast who are registered at the

the library and many other things. Lace and
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.
AKERS-WAGNE-

Furniture

R

EXPERT EM BALMERS

&

Co.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

Real Estate

Insurance

For Rent

Collections.

OFFICE ROOMS IN CAPITAL
CITY

BANK

BUILDING.

Montezuma hotel.
Mrs. Bergere, Mrs. Brookes. Mrs.
C. C. Catron, Mrs. Levan, Mrs. Sargent and Mrs. Hall will be at home
the first Tuesday of every month.
D. C. James, E. L. Pugh, T. N.
and F. E. Martinez, are well
known citizens of Taos, who arrived
yesterday and are at the Coronado

Completly renovated and placed in best
The most centrally locatof condition.
ed and modern office building in Santa
Fe. Steam Heat.
For rates and

J0SEPH

B HAYward,
Santa Fe Abstract' Realty

calTon or

,nsurance

ASency-addres-

Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

"oom

MULLIGAN &

130

RKI

PICTURE

IOC
iiiO

RED

FRAmlnG TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

r or

N.

s

Mounted Policeman
lier, one of the mo3t
bers of the force, is
eia, where he makes

.

ters.
Thomas J. Curran of Cooney Socorro county, a former business man of
Santa Fe is visiting in the city. He
is intereted in an extensive mining

'

k

1T

John W. L. Colefficient memup from Estanhis headquar-

f proposition.
A. G. Graham of
and A. B. Graham of Mishawaka, Ind.,
and J. H. Fulmer Jr., of Mishawaka,
who have been guests of Governor M.
A. Otero at the Sanitarium for the

"Hon. Charles A. Spiess returned
this afternoon from Washington and
New York, where he had been on a
business trip. He was accompanied
by Mrs. Spiess, who had been visiting in Chicago." Saturday's Las Ve-

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

"Jose D. Sena former
ta Fe and secretary of the territorial
Republican central committee is in
Las Cruces, the guest of A. J. Adair.
Mrs. Sena has been visiting there for
the past few days. Mr. Sena came
from Roswell, where he attended, as
secretary of the examining board, a
bar examination." El Paso Herald.

I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shop is neat and .owelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
ROOM

M- -

T. W. ROBERT S
O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta

lOOD'YS

Fe,

N M

HACK LINE

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

American Druggists
Syndicat- ePremium remedies are mot patent me
dicines, every premium remedy guar
anteed as represented or yeur mosey
back. A. D. S. cough remedy
and
cold

tablets are unexcelled, get them
than the
y the Ca

now, they cost no more
inferior kind. Sold only
Leaves Barranca on the arrival oi pital Pharmacy.
Che north bound train and arrive at
TaoB at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
ay. Good covered hack and good
teams.

THE CAPITAL

r

PHARMACY

dcna to Mak Pis
TMngCoaa&foxtstble,
Eiraiy coxier

Successors to

If you want anything on eartu
a New Mexican "Want Al

If you wCit anything en earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

FARE

S5.oo

try

Stxipllng-Burrew- s

DAY,

and

ft

Co.

MUSICAL TRIUMPH

TIME

Associate justice

24

J.

C.

It is as though the ROYAL TAILOkS had dumped
the richest creations of the whole Spring Woolen
.Market in to a great magic seive.
And then had sifted out the heart
to the ROYAL SPklNfi Line.

of

them all in

For this magnificient Spring array truly comprises
the very golden wheat-t- he
richest selections-thblue
e

ribbon "prize winners" of all the woolen innovations
looms have turned out for Spring
that the world-wid- e
is new- - and live-an- d
appealing and
in
authentic Spring Woolen Styles, whether it comes
from the North of England or the South of Scotland,

Whatever

the attractive pattern is bought for the "Royal" line.
The science of correct measurement is an an and
not guess work w ith us. By personal lessons at the
factory and instruction at first hands we have mastered the business and can guarantee perfect satisfaction.

THE ;

THE

sf,W.N.Townsei!d&Co. PRICE

PLACE

MAKER

EVERY

WOMAN

AND THE

As

GIRL

SPRING SUITS IN ALL THE
NEWEST STYLES & FABRICS

Presented 465 Performances
in Chicago

HOUGH, ADAMS

and

AS OUR ASSORTMENT SO
COMPLETE SO REASONABLY

Never

of

Masterpiece

HOWARD.

Prici

NOW 13 THE TIME I OR SELECTION

Stellar Cast With

GEO. ABNER

SPRING HATS

AND

Emanda Hendricks

President Thomas J. Lynch.

Assisted by the Famous

OUT

A

The Cash Store

rVrry4

MILLIONAIRE

QUALITY

most prominent men in Fishkill, N.
Y., acted as host at a wine supper in
New York.
CONSIDERAWillett Pierce, who is rated as a
In the town,
and who
TION OF
QRO millionaire
spends most of his time exhibiting
YOU EAT. his prize stock at county fairs, waft
the recipient of the knockout, and
was also the host. Pierce, who Is a
former football star, announced after
seeing Murphy train that he did not
Groceries
are expensive at believe "any little fellow like that
could knock out a
man,"
any price, We
and offered to bet suppers with Fran
we
article
sell
to
every
give: Carey, a business man. Told of the
satisfaction or you MONEY bet. Murphy said: "Leave it to me."
The pair squared off. Pierce lunged
BACK.
at Tommy, but the latter sidestepped
him and avoided his rushes until
Pierce was completely fagged out He
CANNED GOODS
was allowed a
rest, and
the bout proceeded. Murphy feinted
We have full line of Monarch a few times and then, getting Pierce's
& Richelien
Eastern pack guard high, sank a terrific righthander into the stomach. Pierce
canned goods.
promptly sat on the floor.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR NEW
LINE OF LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR WHICH IS NOW ON : : : :

THE

SPECIAL SALE

THE

AT LOW! R PRICES THAN EVER.

CERIES

CHEAP

First

JULIUS H. GERDES

Tommy Murphy demonstrated the
other afternoon that he has a knockout punch, and as a result one of the

FIRST

You Buy or Not.

Murphy, "Pride of Harlem," Uses Best
Punch to Win Wine Supper
From Willett Pierce.

DOES NOT ALWAYS
DISIGNATE A BARGAIN

BE

"Moderate Priced Kim

for-th-

KNOCKS

SHOULD

TOO- -

CALLVhether

other profession. Conditions like these
e
way the game 1b
speak well
conducted, and talk about baseball
players being slaves should stop."

THE PRIC- E-

PLEASE CALL
GOODS EVEN

i

I

1

NO

IF YOU

TROUBLE TO SHOW
DO NOT PURCHASE

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

ADOLF

GO

n

guarantee:

IN

Santa Fe Plumbing House

two-minu-

WE ALSO

New Baseball League.
A new baseball league, the Inter-

Have cheaper Canned Goods state Baseball association, has been
launched, with 20 clubs as members.
but we do not recommend It Is the intention to enroll all permathe ase of cheap canned goods nent amateur and semiprofesslonal
clubs in New York, New Jersey,
at any time.
Pennsylvania and Connecticut, the object being "to promote the game and
- 35c Dz protect baseball clubs embracing
City Eggs
amateur and reliable
Kansas Egg 25 & 30c Dz standard players." The board of
directors will settle all disputes and
act as a board of arbitration on all
H. S. KAUNE & CO. points connected with the playing
rules which may come up during the
season.
Roberts
GROCERS

Corner Water

AND

Galisteo Sts.

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing

ROSWELL 4UT0 CO. ROSVVi LL NEW MEX
Carrying the TJ. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M.( connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive in Roswell at 3:30 p. nr
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a m., arrive in Vaughn at 6 p. va.

at the rate

of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passenger
to make special connections with ani
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co, at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
four of
Baggage allowance ' f 50 lbs. to special, $40 to accomodate
each regular ticket, excess baggage fewer passengers to either point
a

J. W. STOCKARD,

siiicS

DARK PLACES

J2Jtfe

Santa Fe Water

&

Phone Black 109.

our Electric Service
WIRE UP TH0S

taw Agents

object of this early opening is not only to take
for your 5pring or Haster suit or overcoat
measure
jour
but to entertain you with an exhibit of the hand
somest clothes novelties, and classiest style innovations, the newest fashion effects in male apparel to
be found in America.

THE

mayor of San-

"Hon. and Mrs. M. C. Mechem arrived at their Socorro home this
morning from an absence of several
weeks. Since the adjournment of the
supreme court they have spent the
time at Clovis, Santa Rosa, and
where Judge kechem conducted court for Judges Pope and
Wright." Socorro Chieftain.
Mrs. Roosevelt and daughter, Ethel,
who are to meet the Colonel at Albuquerque, will arive in the morning of
the loth and spend the day in Albuquerque. President Schwentker of the
Commercial Club has appointed a committee of ladies whose pleasant task
it will be to see that Moe. and Miss
Roosevelt are properly entertained
while here. Albuquerque Journal.
Mr. and Mrs. O. N. Beasley, who left
the early part of the week for a pleasure trip to eastern points, are spending a short time in the city of Santa
Fe. Mrs. Beasley writes friends here
that she never saw so many flat roofed
houses in all her life as they have in
the city of the Holy Faith. They will
leave Santa Fe this week for eastern
points, visiting Denver, Omaha and
other points of prominence and interest. They will be absent two or three
weeks. McKinley Republican.

The

n

;

THE

past few days left today.

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever (rave.
Just call on me at my salon
At mora or eve or busy noon

BATH

Offers

Pennant Winning Beauty Chorus.
Seats
on Sale at Fischer's Feb 28th, 1911.
South Bend, Ind.,

gas Optic.

FIRST CLASS

L. R. WILLARD

hotel.

Funerai Directors &
Licsnsed Embalmers
da?haonnVoht

THURSDAY, MARCH 2

To-bi- n

Manager,
&

ELKS 'THEATRE

THE FAVORITE

THE "ROYAL" SPRING OPENING

resembling slavery in baseball."
This comment was made after
Lynch had finished reading a story in
a baseball magazine which insinuatd
that the club owners were a bum;S of
3imon Legrees.
"I do not suppose that the writer of
Jie article I have just read was animated by a spirit of malice in making
his deductions, but he wasn't fami lar
with his facts or with his subject.
"I am in a position to know whether baseball players are slaves, tor i
have had to inspect and promulgate
almost ".On contracts since I have been
president of the National league. 1
would like to place these facts before
the baseball public:
"Ball players are, as a rule, the
best paid men in any profession you
can name and their work is not a
The majority of players
hardship.
love to play ball, and they get paid
for doing it. Look at the matter In
this light:
"The player who gets the smallest
salary in the big league receives as
much for one day's work of two hours
as the average man gets for a week's
toll of from 54 to 60 hours. I do not
see where tho slavery comes in.
"The writer of the article I am
criticizing paid a lot of attention to
the matter of buying and selling players. To develop a man who can be
sold to a club higher up Is the hope
of every minor league team in the
country. The player who is sold advances In his profession and the club
that developed him gets some return
for the time spent in bringing tho
athlete to the attention of the persons who are willing to pay him a
higher salary than ho has been receiving.
"If slavery exists In baseball, It is
rather strange that so many bright
young men, possessed of college educations, have entered tho came In the
last ten years in preference to any

the Sanitarium.
will arrive
of Raton, and his fi;:
Bergere has returned from this evening from
srns for the
Roswell and the eastern and southern
court session.
part of the territory.
.o has been
Mrs. Jose D. St"
"H. A. Coomer passed through tofriends in the
visiting
part
EI
to
on
his
Texas."
Paso,
way
day
of the territory is in !.
Cruces and
Estaneia Daily Herald.
will r.ot return to Sn
Fe until
Attorney Neill B. Field is here from March Sth.
Albuquerque and will spend a few
days visiting friends.
Foley Kianey Pills are a reliable
Reginald G. C. Cobbett, the well
rheumatism'
known rancher of Tesque, was at the remedy for backache,
and urinary Irregularities.
They arej
Montezuma yesterday.
Mrs. Francesca x'avionl, of Madrid, tonic in action, quick in results and
southern Santa Fe county, it at the afford a prompt relief for all kidney
Sold at the Capita!
disorders.
Sanitarium for surgical care.
Pharmacy.
j
M.
SaturOtero
returned
Eduardo
day night from Magdalena and will
spend a day or two in the city.

Phone. Red Ko. 189

Lynch

"It is ridiculous to say that hast t all
players are slaves," said President
Thoma3 J. Lynch
of the National
league, "or that there is any condition

A. M.

BISHOP.)

St.

SLAVES

of the National
Takes Exception to
Statement In Magazine.

at.

WATSON & COMPANY

NOT

League

Anything Unless It Cures

The active medi:in;t
ingredients
of Rexall Orderlies, which are odor-is an
ss, tasteless and colorlr-ssCombined
entirely new discovery.
with other extremely valuable ingredients, it forms a perfect bowel reguintestinal iiivicorn'or
and
lator,
are
strengthener. Rexall
eate'ri like candy arid ;;re m.'alik' for
their agreeablenes to i,e
and
gentleness of action.
They in not
cause griping or any disagreeable effect or inconvenience,
Vnlike other preparations for a like'
purpose, they do not create a habit,
but instead they overcome the cause
of habit acquired thrnuch the use of
Paso.
and
ordinary laxatives, ca'harir-reF. Butler and M. S. Cook, of Den- harsh physics and permanently
ver, are business men at the Monte- move the cause of constipation or irzuma.
regular bowel action.
We will refund your nu.
withColonel Ralph E. Twitchell arrived
out argument, if they do not do ns we
and
is
Las
from
at
Vegas
yesterday
Two sizes, 25c and
say they will.
the Palace Hotel.
10c.
Sold only at our store
The
J. A. Campbell, of Chicago, is visi- Fischer Drug Company.
ting his sister Mrs. C. W. Beaumont

Business

PAGE FIVE

PLAYERS

President

That Does Not Cost

A Medicine

W. G. .Walace of Chicago, is here
on railroad business.
J. P. Porters, a mining man of St.
Louis, is at the Palace.
W, R. Johnson, a coffee salesman of
Chicago, is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. ilite are visitors here from Albuquerque.
Judge F. V, Parker of Las Cruces,
is registered at the Sanitarium.
I.e Parvin, advance agent for ihe
"Squaw Man," is at the Montezuma.
R. Herrera of Chamita is visiting
friends here. He is at the Coronacio.
William D. Dwyer, who sells poul
and billard tables, is here from El

CAPITAL 850,000.00

BALL

For Constipation

PERSONAL MENTION.

M,

CallfiSft Operation!

Light Company

MANAGER

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE, N.
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1. &

St, Louis Rocky

Pacific

M.

Company.

Railway

rl
1

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES
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TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished.
Ribbons and sup-- I
plic-sTypewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and
typewriters guar
:intccd.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex:hunge. Phone 2::i.
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FOR RENT Sir room house
nished or not. D. S. Lowitzki.
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1911.

27,

V
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FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent.

CHAS.

UUK.MAN,

Master

E. L1NNEY,

Secretary.

t

SaDta Fe Chapter No.

R. A. M.

Regular
second Monday of
month ut Mason. c

ASK FOR TICKETS

USTHL'E

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Frnm Qnnfa

Cf

Arizfin.-i-

,

THE

sSELIGMAN,

Secretary

Santa Fe Commandery

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglas
and al! points in New Mex.

Mexico and to the Pacific Coast,
MEXICO CENTIME to Torrance, Thence

ico,

each
Hall at 7:30 d. m.
JOHN H. WALKER, H P.

l-

''.S$&Fj

WM

via NEW

--

-

"eswar

fourth, Monday
ic
montn at

in

Sfn-on-

csu p, m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON.
W. E. GRIFFIN.
Recorder.

EAST

No

conciav.

,.,.

u

Hall
E'

C

'

Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No
i
ADC,ent and Accept.
Scottish Ri,,e of Fiee
Masonry meet.,
m ihe third
Monday of each month
At
:30 o'elocis In the
id
Masonic Hall, south sideevening
of Plaza
Scottish
visiting
Rite Masons are
invited to attend.
S. SPIT ., 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

vw

BEST

cor-iiall-

ROUTE

WEST

Seerearv.

For rates and full information address

Edwin Milton Royle's Virile and Vividly

SCENE FROM "THE SQUAW MAN."
American Drama Which Will Be Presented at the Elks' Theater Tuesday, March

B. P. O. E,

7.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
EUGENE FOX, ElF. P. Agent,
holds Its regular session on the secPaso Texas.
tonight for his home in Valencia ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
county.
A. J. FISCHER,
Sheriff J. J. Perea, a mighty popu- - tnd welcome.
I. D. RENA,
Palace'
Exalted Ruler.
lar and efficient officer, returned to
W. R. Johnson, W. G. Wallace, Chi- - Demaiillo
Secretary.
today.
..
(ago; J P. Parker St. Louis; H. C.I ..on.
M. S. Otero, who has been here
Gouuing, Mary Morgan, Arthur Greene ion Ieiri.iTnnre
F. W. FARMER.
mismpca rrturnr? tnof
At the Elks' Theater.
i which presents the play in this cily. Aztec; L. F.
Quinn. St. Joseph, Mo
Homestead No. 2879.
to
his
home
at
Bernalillo
night
'The Squaw Man" Coming.
A. L. Sailors, Kansas City; William
Thursday, March 2. The Time, tha
Senator E. S. Stover, whose record Brotherhood of American Yeoman
Place and the Girl.
The engagement of "The Squaw U. Dwyer. El Paso: Mr. and Mrs.
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
Man" at the Elks' Theatre on Tues- Frank E. Hite, Albuquerque; Colonel as; a member of the council is of the
Friday, March 3. The Climax.
Delgado's Hall.
left at noon for Albuquerque.
day, March 7 with John C. Living- Ralph E. Twitchell, Lns Vegas: I. M. best,
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Thursday, March 7. The Squaw stone
Lieutenant
Frank
Greene
of
the Cor. Sec. Mrs.
in the title role, may very pro- Unite, St. Paul.
Man.
Daisy Fanner.
signal corps, has removed into Capperly be regarded as one of the dramMontezuma.
9.
March
The
Girl
From
Thursday,
tain
old
at
Fort
Duggan's
quarters
atic events of the season. "The Squaw
B. W. Wenzel, Denver; Mr. and Mrs.
Rector's.
Independent Order ot reavers.
Man" is a novel nlav.
.... interestine- hum. V., L. Raymond. Toueka: Reginald G. Marcy.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holda
E. A. Dow, the Tajique merchant,
orous
and
thrilimr.
It
the
deals
with
Its regular session at 8 p. m.
Cobbett, Tesuque: Howard H. Brool
"The Time, The Place and The Girl"
Friday
adventures of an Englishman on the Buckinail; F. Butler, C. G. Peterson, its here buying goods.
evening of each week at Elks' Lodge
This famous musical comedy will
L.
John
returned
Stephens
western plains and introduces a large Denver; Ralph H. Kinslos, Albuquer-numbe- r
today Room.
Visiting Brothers are always
be at the Elks' March 2.
of characters.
The play is, que; Francis A. Affleck. El Paso; M. from Ogden, Utah, where he has been welcome.
some
reweeks.
He
spending
will
inis
the
Briefly
that of a plea- lavishly mounted, and the scenic
story
jS. Cook, Denver; Thomas J. Curren,
EDWARD C. BURKE,
vesture is absolutely correct, thus City; Mr. and Airs. H. E. Hampton, main here for the summer.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
sant, whole-soulePresident
young "gambler,"
'
'
required atmos-- , u.cago; u. l. saniora, Monte vista;
Secretary.
square as a die and on the level with! lihere
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLdT
Mr and Mrg B c Rasch IIenders0,
Jn hp
..
..
VPrVtloftv luit tiiinoiilf
But never follows the use of Foley's
vviu 4.1
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
lug tne English country home, one almost iy-ai. w Clare, Spokane: A F.
luulre ol rlaWy Jonnny SCents the heather, treads the close- - Wendlin
Connections made with Automobile
Massillon, 0.; C. L. Biggs, Honey and Tar, which checks the
i
ue ana nis pal, lorn Cun-- cropped lawns, and revels in the snue Findlay, Ohio; Victor Sais. Albunuer- cough and expels the cold. Mr. Stock-wel- line at
Vaughn for Roswell,
daily.
nmgham, son of a rich man, get in- healthiness of the place.
Hannibal, Mo., says: "It beats Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosIn strong ue J- W' Collier. W. E. Sunderland
to iroume through a fight which Cun-- ; contrast are the
all
the remedies I ever used. I con- well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rosscenes shown in the!R- Hornish. Estancia; Lee Pervin, th;
ningham has in a gambling house, and ' second act where the transfer is Squaw Man.
tracted a bad cold and cough and was well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
are forced to ilee to a sanitarium' in made to the western
threatened with pneumonia.
One Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
Coronado.
CITY OFFICE IN
plains, to the
the mountains to escape arrest. Here water-tank- ,
station on the! R. Herrera, Chamite; I Scheba Mo- - bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar com- 'are between Santa Fe and Torrance
shipping
tne both meet their fate-H- icks
No opiates, just is J5.80 and between Torrance and
in Union Pacific known as Maverick, riarty; T. H. Alen, Chicago- George pletely cured me."
UL
u ViKu.y uauieu nurse; wyommg, to which
Sold Roswell $10.
hero C. Baker, Davenport, Iowa; R. L. Rob- a reliable household medicine.
Reserve seats on autothe
locality
C
NP.W MEXICAN DLDr .,
and Cunningham
in that of a charm-- i has drifted in li a ffr rt a tn cava ttia ertson, Buckman; D. C. James.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
E L. at the CapitU Pharmacy.
of
a
mg daughter
thrifty farmer. All husband of the woman he loves from Pugh, T. N. Robin, F. E. Martinez
OR
ot these characters, and many others! the
'disgrace which is his just due. Taos: J. Watrous. Chicago.
almost as interesting, are quarantined This scene is a true
picture of the
UNION DEPOT,
in the sanitarium
by the county wild frontier iile with which the
authorities and the compli- - thor has made himself familiar in his 20 YEARS AGO TODAY
II
cations arising are
and own more youthful days.
original
The plot
amusing to the extraordinary de- - teems with an interest that holds one (From the New Mexican of this date
1891.)
v.r6T,. T. Pro(1"t;tion is staged by as in a spell; the second and third
Hon. J. A. Ancheta is improving.
Wey burn, a master of his craft, acts particularly
present climaxes
F. Palmer, of Cerrillos, is at the
'The Climax."
that are as strong as any that has
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME
Exchange.
Deen
shown
on
'The Climax," one of the most, sup- the modern stage. It
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSIMct
J'
left
last
for
JUg
cessful plays of the last decade comes is the realistic characterization which . as
IN EACH TOWN'
Cruces.
NESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU
u
'AI3TED-1LS CUltit Cllctl 111. 11
AGENT and district to to the Elks' Theatre March 3d. It is &i:d ,w lilt: .JJ1HV ...
A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
Senator
Contreras
will
leave
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING
Latest
is
a
Model
a
sweet
d
ampl
little story, not without its
"Ranffor biryrlt furnish-- hv us. Our ascnts everywhere are
tonight
simple, beautiful story, graphi-rite Jor full particmars ,in,l
making money last.
at xce
RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE
in a rational manner. The for his home in Socorro.
told
none
but
cally
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(Coyight,

It'll,

by Associate
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be no
He
and did

floundered about for word?,
the clumsiest thing possible
knew her at col"Tessle Burton
"
lege
she
"One would judge ns
l''s
replied. 'Don't you tW-icolder?"
Her polite tr.n. w:is down
to about zero. Jack ;m
Nothing else was left h
he would have to e
(juirkly and convincing
been hopelessly i!H red.
i
It was embarrasslr.:;
knew that. He wc
Mtri.ly u.;.ke a
clean breast of thine
"Angie, dear, let me
Angie lifted her pretty
"Kxplain what?"
"About Tessie Miss i
1
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would

Uttrary

From the first it had !! n fui'l-exfilcsive corr.t.(n;itlon of ynirh,
?
,
fji'!n !r, moonlight and the ptoi'iii'itil-tit-of a vacation house- puny.
Jack
,
.
and Anglo met !n June, kvi-i- in Juiy,
.
coLfossL-in SepteriLer, and by Christ"
....
mas had coaxed her parents to con.
r
sent to a February wedding. The A
lens were reluctant, for Angle was
ridiculously young, but they had no
objection to Jack.
"Anything that ne
The course of true love ran, for a
should
have been exi hi
time, most smoothly.
Holland, Sr,
was
"It
only a foul
son
his
an
cotadorable
little
gave
"
tage; the Aliens produced a check to gagentent
said
you h;
"And
you
cover furnishings.
There
ai much
me- but
anybody
trous.seau
much
shopping,
'
making,
Mr
'
, ,
Angie I haven't. That asn't love,
merry parties, and vows and kisses
.
hist long,
It was a silly H didn't
as
as
hardly
they should
surreptitious
"
and
There was peace a
have been.
1' it M.1
sr.nt ess.
Phe interrupted.
treacherous peace.
t'i)
eve before
be":
to
have
too
young
Jack had made one blunder he had
me- - S'
W.
not "told her all." The experience of herself, she was
wicked to
"If it wasn't love,
his elders seems never to make a
'
be engaged to her---a
girl like
young man see that when he puts his
s like mine
"i
I knew
too!
that,
heart for life into a girl's soft band,
could not last!
aiCTgements
he Is thereafter In a tight place. She
'
"iblless you
seem to last
will be supreme; she wants to be not
will be as easily con: ,e his time as
all.
She
but
is
Jealous
merely first,
there been
were the first or ha
of his mother and sisters, his friends, you
still
others?"
his bull dog, his pipe, anything what'Angie," he said sternly, "do you
ever that before her time loved him know
you are saving?" You can't
or gave him aid or comfort. No oc- mean what
" she had drawn off her
to
casion had so far arisen for jealousy, left
glove, and was tnhlng off her
and Jack forgot the weak place in his
ring, which she handed him. She had
armor. He was off guard.
notin fact, meant at firt to do any- Angle had come upon his consciousthing, but being angry, hurt, nervous
ness like oblivion of all that had gone from
overwoork and witltittc. she was
Like all lovers, he said he
before.
herself. But she v. ou'.d not re
had never loved any one else and hardly
lent. She would punish him at any
tnougnt ne spowe tr.e truth, it was
ct tn horooif
a secret, unconscious disappointment
kn0w I love vou truly
..Anpieyou
to the girl that Jack had no "past"
tWs has gona t00 far
whatever. She would have liked to
too far!" she assented,
Alt0gether
forgive him, to have consoled him for turning at the gate. "You can come
sorrows deep wounds of a cruel fato in and tell mother it is all over. Tell
from which her love would hence- - her 1 wouI(J llke t0 g0 t0 F!or(da for a
forth protect him. She would have month If some one can go with me.
iiKea aetans or past unnappiness ol- Ag for vou Derhaps 'Tessle' will have
fered up to her like incense.
you back?"
'Tell her before somebody else
They were In the hall by this time,
does," is the first commandment to an and she fled upstairs. She had taken
Merkle, of New York Giants.
engaged man. Jack disobeyed and him at a disadvantage on the street,
Fred Merkle, the man who set the long single into center that won the suffered. At first, to do him justice, where he could not forcibly take her
baseball world on its ear by failing game I started across the grass for he had really forgotten to tell Angie into his arms and make her listen to
to touch second and who "came back" the clubhouse. Mathewson was neai about Tessie Burton. He had been him.
As for the Aliens, they listened to
last fall by playing a wonderful game me and when Evers began shouting engaged to Tessie at college. The afagainst the7 Highlanders, dropped Into for the ball he noticed that something fair was brief, ending in trouble as Jack; then they went up and talked
said it
New York the other day to see
was. wrong. He caught me by the the sparks fly upward. Tessie brok s with Angie. She simply
arm and told me to wait a minute It because she saw another man. Her was all over, and she didn't want to
Merkle was in a talkative mood, We walked over toward second base methods were prompt, at least.
hear about it, and would not see Jack.
told Tessie he would always be Thinking her too young, anyhow, they
and for the first time since that la- ana Matty spoke to Emslie.
"'How about this, Bob?' asked Mat- true to her, and wait for her until he did the easiest thing postponed the
mentable incident which lost New
York the pennant he gave his side of ty. 'Is there any trouble with the died, and other familiar quotations.
wedding Indefinitely because of their
When he did remember this, he daughter's health and called the famthe affair. Up to this time he had score or the play?'
never said a word, but it is known
"'It's all right,' replied Emslie. know that if he told Angie now, she ily doctor, who obediently prescribed
that he lost 20 pounds and came near 'You've got the game. I didn't see would ask why he had not told her the southern trip. Then they waited
before? It would have seemed se- to see what would happen.
an attack of nervous
prostration anything wrong with the play.'
worth having hidden until he
This happened:
Angie, sorry for
through worry caused by the national
'"Matty then took me by the arm, rious,
attack on his
"bonehead and we walked away to the club- was more sure of her. No; it was too what she did, even while she was dolate. Jack trusted to luck, and to the ing it, worked herself into a fever and
house.'
play."
Tessie was in the East and was really ill. Gloom settled over
"I'll tell you the truth about that
During the hearing of that famous fact that
play," said Merkle, "and I don't think case Merkle was not called before the lived in another town. He thought Jack, who sent flowers and letters.
He persisted, but she would not give
that I was to blame because other ball commission, and up to this time he himself safe.
Early in January that fatuous young him a chance she brooded over his
players have been doing the same has never said a word about the in
on one of "untrustworthiness" until it became a
thing for 20 years or more. I was on cident. On account of Harry Pulliam man took his bride-to-bfirst base and McCormick was on being present at the game evidence their many shopping tours, which crime to her, and very real. Folly
third. When Al Bridwell shot that was not considered necessary.
always ended with tea or chocolate surely was with her, but she denied
nd a lovers
before going her own heart.
back to the family circle where everyJack suddenly did the unexpected.
NEW
JOB
IN
CHOYNSKI
JOE
thing was a bustle, despite the fact She had grown used to his persistthat the wedding was to be strictly a ence, when it ceased without warning.
Appointed Physical Director of Pittsaffair. The He closed the little cottage, returned
burg Athletic Club Latter
gift season, Just past, had broken into what goods would be taken back, setHas Fine Clubhouse.
preparations, and dressmakers pos- tled all bills himself, and sent the
m
sessed the house. Now Jack and An- house key to Angle by her father.
on
a
himself
a
went
He
Joseph Choynskl has been appointwere
the
the
of
last
hunting
trip,
gle
choosing
ed physical director of the Pittsburg
a sewing chair and table for fact that the papers chronicled, and
Athletic club, which has one of the
saw.
He accepted her
Angie, who was hesitating between which Angle
The
finest clubhouses in America.
manogany, k lrcassiaa wainui or a per-- decision.
This came to the girl like a shock.
fectly cunning arrangement in a
She dressed, and in a few days came
King" Cole favors the "rotation" wicker.
method of pitchers, If that means to
of the wicker,
Enamored
Angie downstairs to sew by the fire. Sudwind up.
stood with a dainty gloved finger to denly she refused to go South at all,
The baseball fan's chirp begins to her lip and considered.
Jack was and kept the family in hot water with
have in It a note of spring and out-- loving every look of her, the brown her moods. She knew she had been a
door life.
fool; she wished she were dead. Her
hair and eyes, the demure, bird-likFred Snodgrass is the only one of plumage of brown cloth and fur. Ab- young, terrified soul saw a long, un- the Giants who has not signed a con- ject adoration shone from his eyes. loved, unloving life before her. He
tract for 1911.
Then a light laugh beside him made had gone, and she had sent him and
for nothing absolutely nothing!
Carl Morris has turned down numer him jump it was a laugh he knew.
It all ended in a way as simple as
ous offers to meet men or class In
A cold wave scurried down his
One raw February twilight
short battles in eastern grounds.
spine, as he turned and knew that his It began.
There is gloom In Boston town. Car- - sin had found him out. He lifted his Angie chanced to be nlone at the fire,
rigan, the catcher, has announced that hat and took Tessie's offered hand She heard the bell ring. A queer terhe will quit baseball rather than sign with what grace he might, while she ror seized her was it a telgram?
the contract offered by John I. Taylor. swept Angie from head to foot with a She actually was expecting any caAll tne major league magnates are glance of her wide blue eyes. She lamity at any moment She hid her
after
flingers and batters who took in the situation, but waited for face In her hand3.
The door opened, and Jack walked
can hit any hurler. This Is an impos- - her cue to do her Justice she gave
in. He had meant to be impersonal,
sibllity and It is a good thing for the jack his chance.
game that it Is.
Jack fumDled shamefully. Had he to hope she was feeling better, to
Eastern golfers are still wrangling hmmpdiateiv and deiiehtediv nraPnt. make no allusion to the past. But
over the nature of their action at the ed Angie t0 his "old college friend. when she lifted a pale,
U. S. G. A. meeting.
Leighton Cal-- ; Mlss Burton, of whom he had so often face and gave a little cry of joy at
Joe Choynskl.
him, he took two long steps
kins has answered John M. Ward, who
spoken," It would have been all right. seeing
her Into his arms. It
Is framing up a plausible answer.
TntPflr he nresented "Mia. n..rtnn" and gathered
building was erected at a cost of
as any of the rest of
The situation among the wrestling ,
as h
nv mra was as foolish
Wo
$1,600,000 and Is the equal of any
heavyweights Is becoming more laugh- - acaualntance. Angle's nerfectlv court- - it. She had her face against his and
similar clubhouse In the world.
able every day. One Is hiding behind eous but indifferent manner showed implored him not to explain she did
are 8houtin8 that she had never heard Tessie Bur-- not care, anyway. Nevertheless, he
a?
?,l.0?5
made a clean breast of everything.
a w.
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Jennings Balks at No. 13.
aii'b noma YAfrTa
It seemed about three minutes later
Hughle Jennings left Detroit the is yearning for action.
own
her
believing
Tessie,
hardly
when the family arrived to Interrupt
Hal Chase Is some billiard player as
other afternoon for his home in Scran- took characteristically prompt
senses,
The family had been having
ton Pa. Before leaving Hughie asked well as a ball player. He beat "Chick"
revenge she never waited. Chatting things.
a hard time through no fault of Its
a friend to call up the ticket office and Wright In a
match by a lightly, she said she had come
for a
engage a chair for him to Buffalo. score of 15 to 12 recently at Wright's week with Cora Chandler, and was own, and was glad to have an end of
the trouble.
After the friend completed the tran parlors In San Francisco, and Wright out
Her manner to Jack
saction he told Hughie the chair was is regarded as a clever player In the was shopping. familiar. She called
him
artlessly
billiard world.
engaged and that it was No. 13.
by his first name, and several times
Taking an Advantage.
iv.
"Thirteen?" yelled Jennings.
One difference between Indoor and
And was I missed at the
a college nickname, as If uncon
Patience
by
13.
No.
Is
that when an umpire
It's the only chair outdoor ball
"Yes,
she
Also
her
let
hand rest a sewing circle today?
sciously.
Is "bad" indoors, both teams leave the moment on his sleeve.
they had left."
Patrice Indeed, you were.
"Then I don't go to Scranton to building; when a ball arbiter Is
"Cora told me of your good fortune,"
"And did any of the women take ad
and
the
err
to
"chew
day."
players
thought
she remarked, settling her veil over
of my absence to say
"What's the matter with No. 13?" the rag," they are chased to the club- her shining fair curls. "It makes me vantage
In
sit
and
fined.
chair
don't
numbered house, suspended
'1
any
very happy for you. Miss Allen, I am
"Oh, yes; two of them talked nearly
18."
Jake Beckley has proved that the delighted Jack had fallen Into such the
afternoon!" Yonkers
whole
The friend finally confessed that he baseball world Is a circle. He began charming hands! Now I shall never Statesman.
had lied about the number. Hughie playing In Hannibal, Mo., years ago, reproach myself about him again he
called up the ticket office, made cer- went the rounds of the majors and was so young and tragic, you know"
tain that he did not hare a ticket on the minors and Is now back at the Here she laughed. "I forgive the
Lesson In Etiquette.
No. 13, repacked his grips and de starting point, Hannibal. He will creature for having forgotten me. It's
"1 was ashamed of you at that dinmanage the team there this year.
parted satisfied.
fortunate men can forget so soon. ner last night; you mad,e so much
At ome.
noise drinking your tea."
Mrs. Westend Good morning, Mr. Isn't It? So comfortable for them!
"Why, I was only sipping it. It was
wish
to
met
have
and
So
see
In
and
you,
Northend.
pleased
I want to run
Query,
hot."
'
Good-by!"
all
you
happiness!
I know it's none of my affair,
your wife. Is she at home?
"I should say you were gargling.
And yet, somehow, I fret
She flitted out, and Jack stood dazMr. Northend
Yes; she'll be at
Can anybody tell me where
Why didn't you pour it Into your
were
wished
He
Tessie
ed.
that
was
home
dully
all
she
When
left
I
waiat-Unday.
e
will be set?
The
the way I did?"
trying to make up her mind to go out not so confoundedly pretty. Would saucer,
and have a tooth pulled. New York explanations help him? He tried care'
less nonchalance, and returned to the
Costly Dressing.
Weekly..
When First Are Best
Mrs. Washington Terrace oonsented
matter of the chair.
" 'Think twice before you speak
to be Interviewed.
In
a once,' Is a good rule," said the moral.
Angie did not look at him, but
Practical Definition.
"What? Dress on six hundred a
cool little voice spoke to the sales- lzer.
to
to
Tommy (who has been told
rear!"
go
man. She was somehow dignified and
"Not always," rejoined the demoral.
She made a wry grimace wltl her bed) Pa, how long is "a Jiffy?"
remote out of reach.
lzer. "Some persons think of so much
Father It's just about the length of
face and hands.
"I think I will not decide about the meaner things to say on second
"why, I couldn't dress my saiadsvn time you've got to go to bed without chair today," she said. Then she turn- thought that I'd rather hear their first
a licking.
aha.. Bald- ed to Jhe door, which Jack opened.
thought uertaialaa.to the. aubJeot."
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YOUH SAT.ySTTA'Nr m.iv snerJr to t.rvRntv nersnns a dav m
praising- your wares. xiE BiilNQS YOU BUSINESS.

;Tr3TI;EZ::;Tin the :;Z77 MEXICAN speaks iI
thousands every day. IT IS BOUI.D TO BRING YOU
YOUIi

A

to
BUSINESS.

THE GvJTVCRO: K3 to 'h3 local paper are the prosperous people oi yyv.r town. Tx.EY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.
YOUR A li v L TIT I S E M F ?7 T in the local
buiicl the town. The oulsido judges
ments in ito local papers.

paper helps to

Santa Fe by the advertise-

It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
vertising pays. Ihat is, if it is done right.

ad-

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
su?ar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
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YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISIN
Today no business will increase permanently unless by son
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say th

there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows th
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRA
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises tl

right goods at the right price.

m

MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff lias an eye on his business and his credit must be

I

poor.

m

THE

NON-PROGRESSIV-

E

the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
LAST YEAR,

you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
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Grocery and Bakery
Seeds Seeds Seeds
kinds of Garden and Flower
Seeds, Onions Sets etc.
All

Sweet Pea and Nasturtium Seeds
in bulk, mixed and separate colors.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No.4.

MONDAY,

ground last night. It is thought that ought to be enough to give any woman
it was set on fire by tramps. It fell : no matter how particular, a good
the wagon road and saved ten j lection, providing you go in now while
cars from going up in smoke by do- - j the selection is at its best. Read the
ad in this issue.
ing so."
18 to 38.
From
Tim! was the range
Tonight's Program at the Elks, The
Denver, Colo., Feb. 27. The
His
in temperature yesterday and the aver-- j Midnight
Master's
Marauder,
forecast is rain or snow
age relative humidity was CG per cent. Son, Davy Jones in the South Seas.
an;- Tuesday wirh cohkr
The lowest temperatnr.; lust night was
Library closed Tomorrow Evening
weather in southeast portion
uegrees ana at t a. m. ioua u was 0n account of the dance and card par
tonight.
VZ
ar and ty at the Public
Yestonia
degrees.
library tomorrow eve-warmer and the smr-- melted rapidly j ning the library wU1 be open only in
the forenoon. Tin; sky at night (ne afternoon.
The Standard Sewing machine to ' during
was overcast 'with clouds and a strong;
Herd of Sheep SodXne Donald-winbe had at GOKBELS.
blew, putting out lights on cabs , son sheep Wfe god at Hillsbor0)
Cap-j
Inspection Wednesday Night
I
one tiuu iue
,V1U reimnumg
sierra oountv. to thr mnrteaeors. Fred
tnin Arthur P. Hill of Company E. breezes
have begun in earnest. Satur Shaw and Emmon Longbottom, for
New Mexico National Guard, will in- day the
22
to
from
temperature ranged
$2,000.00.
spect the company at the armory; .12 degrees.
Shot in the Leg Sheriff Kendall of
beone
and
Wednesday night
every
Lumberman Hurt. Suffering from
longing to the company will be ex-- ' a badly battered leg, which was brok- Ilillsboro, Sierra county, went to
bring in Juan Armijo who, it is repeeted to attend. Xo excuses will be en in two
places thn e weeks ago and
accepted.
which failed to mend because of im ported, got into trouble' at that place
Porter Insulted Woman A. D. Li'.-- , proper treatment, Rich.ird I'jicksrson last Wednesday and hen resisting
u WK 1J1C"
was s"ot 111 uw
ilejhon, a colored porter, was taken a lumberjack, employe.! by the Santa
can. rews accuuiconsiauie.
off Santa Fe train Xo. !). at Gallup, Barbara Tie and Pole Company was
Saturday Danied the sheriff
Saturday morning by Charles Curisi brought to Albuquerque
He Cussed the County Commission-- j
Dickerson
man, special oUicc
'l hree wee!
tut. Sauiu
ntgnt.
era
ib
a
aubi uaves nas ueeu bummuu-- .
to
it
big
Liitiejohii,
baitt.
log rolling
icVvfi attempted
sidestep
- ed
to
Penasdown
a
near
No.
appear at Hillsboro, Sierra
mountain stream
wouiu aboard
j btluft lUe
co, Taos county. Th" log got the best county, to answer to the charge of as- Gallup.
of the bargain and Dickerson sustain- - sault with words, the action being in- sina-;;Relumed Wiirt Prisone.-sClosson taas brought back io me any ed a badly fractured leg. A surgeon stituted by board of county commis- Mrs. Carlolu Lewis, wife of John Lew- in the northern part of the territory sioners.
It is said that because the
is, and John Rolf, who were arrested fixed the leg, but for some reason it commissioners refuse to recognize a
in A'riiquerque whither they eloped failed to mend.
road work bill presented by Chaves
Friday night. Their case will likely
Hamill Reappointed "if W. Ham- - he applied some pet epithets to the
come up this afternoon before Jus- ill who has served us
postmaster of honorable hoard of commissioners.
tice Kieardo Aland.
Davy Jones in the South Seas is a
Georgetown for the last, twelve years,
Train Wreck Near Pastura Infor- was last Friday
to the scream from start to finish. See it at
mation was received at El Paso last office by President William H. Taft. tne Elks tonight,
night of the wrecking of the El Paso This is indeed a pretty compliment
and Southwestern-RocIsland Chica- extended to one of the most popular, WAS SORRY TO COME
go express about 5 o'clock Sunday efficient and
BACK FROM HEAVEN.
painstaking officials that
near Pastura, Guadalupe county. The ever graced an
office in Clear Creek
engine and four ears left the track and county. The office in Georgetown has Philadelphia, Feb. 27. The Rev. Will- - i
were overturned. A number of pass- been
admirably conducted and on mi- - E. A. Blackstone, pastor of the Mine-- j
engers were injured.
The accident irerous occasions Mr. Hanvil
has tola Methodist Episcopal church, he-was caused by spreading rails.
been commended by the various in- lieves he took "a trip to heaven"
Case-Ju- dge sreetors
over the manner In which while under the influence of ether for
Hearing in
McFie spent the forenoon hear be has performed his dutie. Despite an operation in the Jefferson hospital.
ing in chambers arguments in the case t ie fact that he was oppose ! by two In describing the trip today, Dr.
of Christina Haines vs. Foster Black-lock- , caml dates there was never a.
many
.pies-- : Blackstone said he recognized
the former of the state of Wash- tion in the minds of our leading citi of his former parishioners, who had
ington, and the latter of Farmtngton, zens as to who would secure th! dipd within the last ten years. Hej
San Juan county. It involves the pos-- ;
We desire at this time to x- said heaven appeared to be one love
session of three sixteenths of the p;m
joy and bliss reigned
tend our earnest and s'reer congrat ly garden,
property of Mr. Blacklock, the plaintiff ila"c-- to the successful
t.- supreme. He said he was disappoint-applicanee; upon coming trom tne enects 01
claiming such amount as community :d:iho
Springs Gazette.
property.
was!
'1. V. Hamill is the bro'.ner of H. C. the ether, to discover that he still
earth-- '
to
his
on
and
had
Water Tank Burns The anomaly Hamill of the Federal
take
e?rth
up
building in this
of a water tank being burned to the
:y burdens.
city.
is
ground
reported by the New MexWill Unmask at 10 p. m. Comply- - DEADLOCK CONTINUES OVER
ican's correspondent at Cerrillos. He
ing with the request of many who
SENATORIAL BALLOT.
jsays: "The water tank of the Santa wish
to dance unmasked, it. has been
Fe Railway at Wamo, three miles
Denver. Feb. 2?.- - There was no elecdecided by those in charge of the
west of Cerrillos burned to
the carnival tomorrow iiisrlit to allow the tion on today's senatorial ballot.
26.
masked dancers to hold forth until 10 Adams received 17, and Speer
o'clock when masks will be removed,
identities discovered and the dance
will be continued
This
will doubtless meet with general ap- -'
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
proval and a very pleasant evening is
food.
Chicago Wheat May 89
assured all those who participate in
tAe carnival.
The perfect food is
July S8.
JulyzBtourl.r
An Exhibit of America's Greatest
Corn May 47
July 48
style authority and master tailors 'of
Oats May 30
July 32
women's fashionable made to order
is advertised by the Big
garments
Nead'Tae Koart to WeUville.1' In pkpf Store in this issue. Mr. Salmon savs
Pork May 17.50 July 16.75.
Lard May 9.12
July 9.10
he has 278 absolutely guaranteed fa- a
brics of the newest and best, and 72 12
Ribs May 9.45; July 9.15.
new spring and summer styles. That
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BE

LET YOUR GIFT

SUCH-I-

T

WILL BE A JOY FOREVER

;

..irOOUj'slLVERTcUTLASS.
CHINA - DIAMONDS & JEWELS - WATCHES - CLOCKS
FILIGREE - in exquisite de
DISHES
signs-CHAF-

ING

Quality Goods gift

;

FEBRUARY

27,

1911.

T1CKETS FOR CARNIVAL
BALL SELLING

There are several very promyears.
FAST. ising gold districts, and in copper production the new state will take rank
Every One Will Be at Library Hall among the first" El Paso Herald.
for the Fun Tomorrow Night;
Card Games Too.
Backache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness
Results from disordered kidneys.
The tickets for the mask or
Pills have helped others
ball tomorrow night at the Li Foley Kidney
Mrs. J. B. Miller,
' they will help you.
Hall
are
brary
selling fast and there Syracuse, N. Y., says: "For a
long
is indication that Santa Fe society is j
time I suffered with kidney trouble
going to have the treat of the year. and rheumatism. I had severe backThere is always lots of fun in mask- aches and felt all played out
After
ing and then talking "sweet noth-taking two bottles of Foley Kidney
ings" to people you do not know buti Pills my backache is gone and where
merely think you do. Then too, the I used to lie awake with rheumatic
brilliancy of the costumes, the gaily pains I now sleep in comfort.
s
decorated and lighted room, the genPills did wonderful things
Kidney
tle music and the polished floor
for me." Try them now.
Sold at the
all add to the delight of the carnival.
Capital Phau.acy.
wro
For those
do not dance and do
not care to mask, there will be card ,
If you want
anything on earth try
games in a special card room, and a New
Mexican Want Ad.
the man who likes to spend a half
hour dancing arih two or three hours
smoking, will also be accomodated.
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
The carnival is for the benefit of
the Santa Fe Public Library, and this
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
fact will doubtless tend to swell the
Published September, 1910. All Laws on
receipts.
all Classes of Corporations on Banking
!

j
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Fol-ey-

n ipuro
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New Mexico's Mineral Resources.
New Mexico's silver production for
1910 was double that of 1909.
New
Mexico is very rich in mineral and
metals, and development has barely
begun, even though many millions
have been taken out in the last 25

rrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc. Complete Rules and Forms for Filing.
Statehood does not affect this book
as Territorial laws remain in force
under state constitution. There will
ie n revision for three years.

935 Pages, $7.00
Write for Circular.

C. F. KANEN

Santa Fe, M.

j

-

store.

Pickard Hand
Painted China.

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

Haines-Blackloc-
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THE MISSING

LIK-Y0U'VE-

BEEN

The
in

the

cf Cuff Buttons

way

GUARANTEED

NOT TO

rSpgSi

-'

not muss or break
the button hole-ione
wearing cuffs MIST HAVE THEM.

Go ineasily-d-

fact-ever-

n

BREAK.

i

"The Standard of Quality the World Over"

j
j

COME IN AND LET ME SHOW YOU

HC

Vntlf 7 The Reliable Jeweler
lUim San Francisco St.

j

MARKEVREPQRT-

LOOK

to your

FIRST GLASS

ASSURED

SATISFACTION

;ORRICK'S HACK LINE

SwL

HACK SERVICE

lg$Vl.ov

Buggies and Saddle Horses

GrapeNuts
"There's

Reason"

We have the following sizes in stock,
2
2 34 inch
inch
1-

2

-8

38

"

3

Let Us Quote You Prices.
The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
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The complete new Spring and Summer line of the celebrated American Ladies
Tailoring Company is now on display at our store.
It is the largest and most authentic array of the very newest styles and fabrics ever attempted, and under no conditions should you fail to come and inspect this magnificent
exhibit of America's greatest style authority and master
tailors of women's fashionable made-t- order garments.
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at Once

There rare 72 new Spring and Summer
stylesthe pickof the latest creations in the
fashion centres of the world. There are 278
absolutely guaranteed fabricsthe newest
and best for this season's wear.
And as their exclusive representative here we are in a position to place this entire master tailoring organization at your
immediate service to solve the wearisome dress problem for you in a way that you will be POSITIVELY DELIGHTED more
than merely satisfiedwith the result.

don't miss such an exceptional opportunity as this. Come at once and see for yourself just what is latest and best in woman's dress- - Note what all the fashionable
for you new Spring ontfit that you will
You won't obligate
'women in the large cities are now wearing.
yourself to buy in any way, and you will received hints and suggestions
BE
TO
EARLY-WHSIRE
to
UNBROKEN.
LINE
indeed
IS
COME
STILL
be mighty glad
ILE
THE COMPLETE
get.
So

THE BIG
STORE.

NATHAN SALMON
1

THE BIG
STORE.

N.

